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Hamavdil................................................................. Yosele Rosenblatt

Ata Chonen.......................................................... Anonymous

Roshenkis Mit Mandlen......................................... Abraham Goldfaden

Shlof In Ziser Ru.................................................. Yosele Rosenblatt

Hine Yamim Ba‘im.................................................. Shlomo Carlebach

INTERMISSION

K‘vakoras............................................................... Yosele Rosenblatt

Oifn Pripetshok...................................................... M. Warshavsky

A Yiddeshe Momme............................................... Unknown

Vi Aheen Sal Ich Gain........................................... Leo Fould

Ahavas Oylom....................................................... Shlomo Carlebach

G-d Bless America............................................... Irving Berlin
Chazan Choni Cohen,

Born in London, England. He started his singing career as a soloist in choirs throughout London at a very early age. Coming from a family of chazzanim, Chazan Cohen was raised with music in his soul.

He has officiated at the High Holiday and Shabbat Services in Synagogues throughout the USA, England and Argentina.

Presently, Chazan Cohen is under the vocal guidance of the world-renowned voice pedagogue Miriam Jaskierowicz-Arman, PhD. He currently resides in Boca Raton, Florida with his wife and two children.

Chazan Choni Cohen’s repertoire includes, Chazzanus, Yiddishe Folksongs, and Jewish Soul. He is dedicated to reviving many of these great compositions, that have not been heard for many years. I hope you will relax and bask in the nostalgia of previous generations, enjoying these songs as interpreted by Chazan Cohen with his extraordinary vocal talents and beautiful warm tenor sound.
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NOVEMBER

Saturday 30  *A Cantorial Concert Debut
            8:30 PM
            A vocal recital, featuring Cantor Choni Cohen

DECEMBER

Sunday 1  Lynn Students Performance
          2:00 PM
          Mizner Park, Boca Raton

Thursday 5  * “How to Buy a Piano”
            7:30 pm
            A FREE Piano seminar.

Saturday 7  *Concerto Competition Finals
            2:00 PM
            Soloists compete to perform with the Philharmonia Orchestra.

Sunday 8  Lynn Students Performance
          2:00 PM
          Mizner Park, Boca Raton

Sunday 8  *Slide Show: A Collision of Music and Theatre
          4:00 PM
          Hear and see works based on Melville’s Moby Dick, Cervantes’ Don Quixote and Miller’s Death of a Saleman.

Saturday 14  Lynn University Philharmonia Orchestra
             7:30 PM
             Arthur Weisberg-conductor, Shigeru Ishikawa-bass
             Gareth Johnson-violin * Suliman Tekalli-violin
             (co-winners, 2002 Lynn University Young Musician Competition). Coral Springs City Theatre.

* Located at the Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall